Bibliography for “Unwrapping A Doll’s House” dramaturgical installation.


**Images from Haakonsen’s text:**


Caricature of Ibsen, Finn Graff (1973).

Chi Shu-ping as Nora, Dr. Rank (actor uncredited). 1956 production at Artistic Youth Theater of China in Beijing. Photo credit: People's Republic of China Embassy, Oslo.

Chi Shu-ping as Nora, Actors playing Torvald and Dr. Rank uncredited. 1956 production at Artistic Youth Theater of China in Beijing. Photo credit: People's Republic of China Embassy, Oslo.

Christer Banck as Dr. Rank, Lena Granhagen as Nora. 1978 production at the State Theater of Stockholm. Director Jan Håkanson. Photo credit: André Lafoile.

Danielle Delorme as Nora, Lucien Nat as Dr. Rank. 1952 production at the Comédie Caumartin in Paris. Director Jean Mercure. Photo credit: Bernand News Agency.


Elisabeth Orth as Nora. 1971 production at the Akademietheater in Vienna. Director Gehard Hering. Photo credit: Elisabeth Hausmann.

Igeborg Brams as Nora, Ebbe Rode as Torvald. 1955 production at the Royal Theater, Copenhagen. Director Gerda Ring. Photo credit: Rigmor Mydtskov.

Igeborg Brams as Nora, John Price as Dr. Rank, Karin Nellemose as Mrs. Linde and Ebbe Rode as Torvald. 1955 production at The Royal Theater of Copenhagen. Director Gerda Ring. Photo credit: Rigmor Mydtskov.

Jiang Qing (stage name Lan Ping) as Nora from a 1935 production at Shanghai's Golden City Great Stage, sponsored by the Shanghai Amateur Dramatists Association, directed by Zhang Min. Photo credit unknown.
Lionel Atwill as Torvald, George Probert as Dr. Rank, Alla Nazimova as Nora, Katherine Emmet as Mrs. Linde in the 1918 Plymouth Theatre production in New York City. Director Arthur Hopkins. Photo courtesy of the Museum of the City of New York.


Maresa Horbiger as Nora. 1979 production at the Akademietheater in Vienna. Director Adolf Dresen. Photo credit: Elisabeth Haussmann.


Toru Takeuchi as Helmer, Kaneko Iwasaki as Nora. 1978 production at Haiyuza Theater Company, Tokyo. Director Koreya Senda. Photo credit: Kurahara Teruhito.

Walter Reyer as Torvald, Elisabeth Orth as Nora. 1971 production at the Akademietheater in Vienna. Director Gehard Hering. Photo credit: Elisabeth Haussmann.

Unknown artist rendering of Betty Hemmings as Nora in the premiere 1879 production of *A Doll's House* at the Royal Theater of Copenhagen. Image courtesy of Rigmor Mydtskov.

Woodcut for *New Illustrated Journal* based on an original illustration by Olaf Jørgensen of Johanne Juell as Nora, Thora Neelson as Mrs. Linde, and Arnoldus Reimers as Torvald in the 1880 production at the Christiania Theater, Oslo. Illustration courtesy of the University of Oslo Library.


**Images from Ibsen.net:**
1894 photograph of Ibsen in Christiania (later Oslo), Norway by Daniel Georg Nyblin. Copyright The Norwegian Museum of Cultural History.

1878 woodcut of Ibsen in Munich, Germany by Franz Hanfstaengel. Copyright The Norwegian Museum of Cultural History.

1906 photograph of Ibsen on his deathbed at Arbinsgate 1 in Christiania (later Oslo), Norway by Anders Beer Wilse. Copyright The Norwegian Museum of Cultural History.

1898 caricature titled "Henrik Ibsen's World of Theater" by Alfred Schmidt for the newsletter Every 8 Days.

1842 watercolor by Ibsen, “Second Large Follestad farm near Skien.” From Rasmus Meyer Collections, Bergen.

1888 painting of Ibsen, completed in Gossensaß/Colle Isarco, Italy by Walther Firle. Copyright Bjørg Disington/The Norwegian Museum of Cultural History.


